Emerging Markets

Forensic analysis
with local knowledge
and experience: the
intelligent connection
Forensic & Integrity Services

Greater scrutiny
brings new challenges
Businesses operating in emerging market economies are constantly under scrutiny, but it is most
intense when shareholders, business partners or regulators suspect wrongdoing. Regulators
and enforcement agencies are more joined up than ever before as they cooperate across borders
in the fight against fraud, bribery and corruption. This demands increasingly higher levels of
integrity, honesty and transparency in the way a business operates within its chosen markets
and makes it more critical than ever to respond rapidly to any aberrational conduct.
Fast changing and increasingly complex regulatory requirements pose a critical challenge to
businesses in emerging market economies. The avoidance of breaches of laws and regulations
requires a robust approach to compliance and a multijurisdictional response. Executives who react
to these challenges, and respond promptly to major incidents, can safeguard the financial and
reputational value of their organizations.
By making intelligent connections between your business operations, markets, suppliers and
other third-party relationships, we can help you to get to the root cause of problems resulting
from impropriety. Our ability to make these intelligent connections helps you to uphold integrity in
business behavior and drive corporate success. This approach is integral to all we do for you.
We recognize that local market knowledge is imperative and the potential ramifications of ignoring
fraud risks can be significant. That’s why our emerging markets network of compliance professionals,
forensic accountants and data analytics technologists can work closely with you to manage the
complex financial, regulatory and reputational risks facing your business.

Leading insight: fraud and corruption risk in emerging markets

46%
of respondents in emerging
markets would engage in at
Ieast one form of unethical
conduct to improve financial
performance

Respondents believe that bribery and
corruption occur widely in their countries

51%
emerging
markets

39%
globally

Source: EY 14th Global Fraud Survey 2016 — Emerging Markets Summary
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1 in 3

21%
developed
markets

respondents are not
assessing country or
industry-specific risks
before investment

Our Emerging Markets team within the Forensic & Integrity Services practice is part
of a global EY network. We have the knowledge and experience to help you prevent,
detect and respond to financial, regulatory and reputational risks.
You need to …

We can …

Respond rapidly to allegations of fraud, bribery and
regulatory breaches in local and high-risk jurisdictions.

Use our investigative experience, advanced forensic
data analytics (FDA) and eDiscovery tools to identify
the facts, including what happened, how and why.

Investigate across multiple emerging market
geographies and legal jurisdictions in a
consistent manner.

Mobilize our professionals on short notice,
leveraging our global operating model and globally
consistent forensic technology methodologies.

Make stakeholders and auditors confident that issues
have been dealt with effectively to reduce financial
losses and regulatory risks.

Strengthen your internal compliance controls and
advise on the establishment of robust policies to
help mitigate the risk of future occurrences.

Perform in-depth due diligence on high-risk customers,
transactions or business relationships.

Use FDA, enhanced by artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies and our teams’ domain knowledge,
to identify and mitigate risk behaviors associated
with key business partners including joint ventures,
customers, suppliers and agents.

Proactively prevent and detect fraudulent or corrupt
activities within the business and conduct ongoing
monitoring.

Use advanced FDA technologies to identify risky
behavioral patterns and suspect transactions, and
to design and recommend a proactive compliance
monitoring program to detect and mitigate fraud risk.

Understand and assess potential bribery and corruption
risks in target acquisitions pre-or post-close.

Identify the potential for exposure, including specific
business conduct, financial transactions and ownership
or relationship links that could give rise to concern.

Respond quickly and effectively to cybercrime
incidents.

Undertake a broad investigation to assess who was
involved, how the attack was carried out, what
damage was done and how your cyber breach
response program can be strengthened.

Manage contractual performance and, where
necessary, provide professional accounting opinion
and testimony on matters in dispute.

Use our accounting, litigation and deep sector
experience to assist in all contract compliance and
legal matters, including providing expert opinions
and witness testimonies if required.
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Experience
that matters
We have a long track
record of working closely
with clients operating
in emerging markets
and their legal advisors
and regulators in the
prevention, investigation
and remediation of
fraud, bribery and
other forms of misconduct.
Here are a few highlights
from recent projects we
have worked on around
the world.
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Advice on integrated
compliance framework
The board of a leading global pharmaceutical company asked us
to advise on the redesign of its global compliance framework to
address specific risks. After assessing the design of its programs at
company headquarters, we reviewed functions, policies, procedures
and controls in over 30 entities worldwide. We then reviewed the
operational effectiveness of the global integrity and compliance
program. Following the redesign of the framework, we helped the
organization embed compliance in its business operations using
innovative communication and training approaches.

Corruption investigation
Retained by external legal counsel, we investigated allegations of
corrupt payments made by a listed European company. Working in
six countries across Europe, Africa and Central Asia, we secured
and analyzed electronic evidence from dozens of custodians and
conducted FDA on millions of transactions. Interviews of executives
were conducted and accounting transactions were reviewed. The
findings from our multiyear investigation were shared with the US
Department of Justice and Securities and Exchange Commission as
part of settlement discussions.

Bribery investigation
Retained by US and German legal counsel to the board of a major
industrial company, we investigated allegations of corruption in
over 40 countries across Europe, Asia, the Middle East, South
America and Africa. We reviewed in excess of 45 terabytes of
unstructured data from dozens of custodians, supporting the client
to identify and quantify its risk exposure and negotiate effectively
with the regulators. We subsequently provided recommendations
on improvements to accounting controls.

Anti-bribery/anti-corruption (ABAC)
due diligence for an acquisition target
We performed ABAC due diligence procedures on a target oilfield
services company operating in overseas locations. We analyzed
policies and procedures, and interviewed executives at the target
company. We performed extensive transaction testing on higherrisk accounts, such as travel, entertainment and payments to
sales agents. Our client used our report to move forward with
the transaction. We helped them identify various policies and
internal controls at the target company that required substantial
strengthening. As a result, they terminated or restructured certain
agent agreements in higher-risk jurisdictions to increase visibility in
those regions and reduce reputational risk.

Advice on managing thirdparty compliance risks
Following changes to anti-corruption laws in numerous jurisdictions,
a major industrial company asked us to help it design a robust
framework to manage third-party risks. Working closely with
the client, we developed a risk-tailored background research
methodology, covering adverse media reports, conflict of interest
questions and other matters, such as sustainability. We developed
a case management system and provided integrated reporting of
in-country research, and trained the client’s core team to conduct
third-party screening themselves.

Using FDA techniques to identify
bank deposit fraud
Owners of a bank in Asia were seeking to uncover bank deposit
fraud across its retail business in order to improve its internal
controls environment and build trust with customers and
employees. We worked closely with the client, applying advanced
FDA technologies to harness data never before extracted from its
core banking system. Several billion customer transactions were
loaded into a database, allowing the bank to develop customized
counter-fraud risk-scoring models leveraging visual analytics, link
analysis, statistical anomaly detection and predictive analytics
techniques to spot unusual patterns of potential bank deposit fraud
schemes. As a result, the bank uncovered suspicious relationships
between its customers and employees, highlighted suspicious
insider activities and detected transactions that were designed to
avoid internal reporting thresholds.
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Global skills with local
knowledge and experience
Our Forensic & Integrity Services Emerging Markets network

Multidisciplinary professionals

74

locations across
54 countries

Our teams also have experience working
across many other emerging market
countries where our clients need us

7O

professionals

• Financial services
• Extractive industries
• Construction and
infrastructure
• Life sciences

Partners

2,000

Cross-sector professionals from the
following industries:

• Government and public sector
Including forensic
accountants,
technologists, former
law enforcement and
intelligence agency
professionals

• Telecommunications
• Consumer products
• Power and utilities
Market-leading breadth and depth of insight into
complex, international business processes

Understanding how regulations, law and
compliance issues vary by country and region
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Talk to us
Our Emerging Markets team can help you protect the financial and reputational value of
your business. We help prevent, detect and resolve threats.
Country

Country Leader

Email address

Phone number

Argentina

Andrea Rey

andrea.n.rey@ar.ey.com

+54 9115 847 7411

Brazil

Marlon Jabbur

marlon.jabbur@br.ey.com

+55 11 2573 3554

Chile

Jorge Vio Niemeyer

jorge.vio@cl.ey.com

+56 2 676 1722

China

Emmanuel Vignal

emmanuel.vignal@cn.ey.com

+86 15921982227

Colombia

Liudmila Riano

liudmila.riano@co.ey.com

+57 3138 319094

Czech Republic

Tomas Kafka

tomas.kafka@cz.ey.com

+420 732 402 826

Hungary

Ferenc Biro

ferenc.biro@hu.ey.com

+36 30 567 0582

India/Bangladesh

Arpinder Singh

arpinder.singh@in.ey.com

+91 124 443 0330

Indonesia

Alex Sianturi

stevanus.a.sianturi@id.ey.com

+62 21 5289 4108

Israel

Itshak Elharar

itshak.elharar@il.ey.com

+972 54 473 6594

Kenya

Dennis Muchiri

dennis.muchiri@ke.ey.com

+245 20 2715300

Malaysia

Joyce Lim

wan-cheak.lim@my.ey.com

+60 12 217 0185

Mexico

Rodolfo Strassburger

rodolfo.islas@mx.ey.com

+52 5552 838613

Nigeria

Linus Okeke

linus.okeke@ng.ey.com

+234 803 402 1042

Pakistan

Shariq Zaidi

shariq.zaidi@pk.ey.com

+92 300 8225754

Peru

Rafael Huamán

rafael.huaman@pe.ey.com

+51 1 993 5352 52

Philippines

Roderick Vega

roderick.m.vega@ph.ey.com

+63 9188 948342

Poland

Mariusz Witalis

mariusz.witalis@pl.ey.com

+48 508 018 345

Romania

Burcin Atakan

burcin.atakan@ro.ey.com

+40 734 800107

Russia

Denis Korolev

denis.a.korolev@ru.ey.com

+7 926 296 0441

Singapore

Reuben Khoo

reuben.khoo@sg.ey.com

+65 966 04982

Sri Lanka

Averil Ludowyke

averil.ludowyke@lk.ey.com

+94 718709589

South Africa

Sharon van Rooyen

sharon.vanrooyen@za.ey.com

+27 83 293 0555

Thailand

Wilaiporn Ittiwiroon

wilaiporn.Ittiwiroon@th.ey.com

+66 818 320 917

Turkey

Dilek Cilingir

dilek.cilingir@tr.ey.com

+90 532 616 8618

United Arab Emirates

Charles de Chermont

charles.chermont@ae.ey.com

+971 56 688 4629

Venezuela

Jhon Ruiz

jhon.e.ruiz@ve.ey.com

+58 424 1118427

Vietnam

Saman Wijaya Bandara

saman.bandara@vn.ey.com

+84 90 422 66 06
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Discover our thought leadership
Human instinct
Machine logic
Which do you trust most
in the fight against fraud
and corruption?
Europe, Middle East, India
and Africa Fraud Survey 2017

EMEIA Fraud Survey
2017

Asia-Pacific Fraud
Survey 2017

Global Fraud Survey
2016

Global Fraud Survey
2016 Emerging
Market viewpoint

Global Forensic
Data Analytics
Survey 2016

Corporate Fraud:
The Human Factor

Cyber breach
response
management

Insider threat
management

eDiscovery

Transparency
International
Corruption
Perceptions
Index 2016

Transparency
International
Corruption
Perceptions Index
2016

Find out more
Visit ey.com/forensics for more
information on EY’s Forensic &
Integrity Services practice.

Visit ey.com/fraudsurveys to explore our latest
fraud surveys and deep-dive into perceptions of
corporate fraud using our EMEIA Fraud Surveys
Interactive Results Comparison Tool.

EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and
confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We
develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all
of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better
working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of
the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.

About EY's Forensic & Integrity Services
Dealing with complex issues of fraud, regulatory compliance and business disputes
can detract from efforts to succeed. Better management of fraud risk and
compliance exposure is a critical business priority — no matter the size or industry
sector. With approximately 4,500 forensic professionals around the world, we will
assemble the right multidisciplinary and culturally aligned team to work with you
and your legal advisors. We work to give you the benefit of our broad sector
experience, our deep subject-matter knowledge and the latest insights from our
work worldwide.
© 2018 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
EYG no: 06688-173Gbl
BMC Agency
1006254
ED None

In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this document has
been printed on paper with a high recycled content.

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to
be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for
specific advice.
The views of third parties set out in this publication are not necessarily the views of the global
EY organization or its member firms. Moreover, they should be seen in the context of the time
they were made.

ey.com/forensics

